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Abstract-Information p lays an important role in our everyday life and databases are widely used for storing and retrieving
informat ion. Database technology is having major impact in the world of co mputing. To access the informat ion fro m database
one need to have knowledge of database query language such as SQL. Because the naïve user may not be aware of the syntax of
SQL and structure of database, s/he may not be able to write the SQL queries. Non -technical users may query relat ional
databases in their natural language (i.e. Eng lish) instead of using SQL. Th is idea of using a Natural Language instead of SQL has
lead to an approach of building Natural Language In terface to Relational Database. This paper is an introduction to the natural
language interface to databases (NLIDB).
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INTRODUCTION

Database systems are designed to manage large collection
of information. To access this information, user should have
the knowledge of Structured Query Language (SQL). Only
those users who have the knowledge of these languages can
access the data or informat ion [2]. Normally end-users have
no knowledge of SQL so a graphical user interface is
required to access information. By using this interface the
end-user can query the system in native language like
English. This gives the idea of Natural Language Interface
to Database (NLIDB). A natural language interface to a
database (NLIDB) is a system where the users access
informat ion stored in a database by typing requests in some
natural language (e.g. English) [1]. NLIDB system is
proposed as a solution to the problem for accessing
informat ion in a simp le way allo wing ideally any type of
users, mainly inexperienced ones, to retrieve information
fro m a database (DB) using natural language (NL) [3]. It is
a type of co mputer hu man interface. Th is is the userfriendly interface through which users can interact with the
database [4]. A co mp lete NLIDB system will provide many
benefits. Anyone can retrieve information fro m the database
by using such system. Trad itionally, people are very
familiar working with a form. In devices like PDA and cell
phone, the display screen is not much wide as a co mputer or
a laptop. For example filling a form is a very uninteresting
work; users have to scroll through the screen, to select
choices, radio buttons, fill text fields etc. Instead, with
NLIDB, they only have to type the question similar to the
English question.

computer-human
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ADVANTA GES A ND DISADVANTA GES OF
NLIDB

Advantages of NLIDB
o
o
o
o
o

No requirement of Artificial Language.
No need of Training.
Simp le and easy to use.
Better for some question.
Tolerances to minor grammat ical errors.[2]

Disadvantages of NLIDB
o
o
o
o
o

Deals with limited set of natural language.
Linguistics coverage is not obvious.
Linguistics vs. conceptual failure.
Users assume intelligence.
Tedious configuration.[2]

III.

VA RIOUS APPROACHES FOR NLIDB
SYSTEMS

There are various approaches for developing NLIDB
systems:
o
o
o

Symbo lic Approach (Rule Based Approach)
Emp irical Approach (Corpus Based Approach)
Connectionist Approach (Using Neural Net work)

Symbolic Approach (Rule B ased Approach): The Natural
Language process is strongly a symbolic activ ity. Here
language is analyzed and rule based reasoning captures the
mean ing of language based on the rules. [5]

The knowledge related to the language is explicitly encoded
in ru les or other representation forms. Language is analyzed
at various levels to obtain informat ion. Certain rules are
applied on this obtained in formation to achieve linguistic
functionality. In sy mbolic approach rules are created for
every level o f linguistic analysis. Based on these rules, the
mean ing of the language is analyzed. [2]

A primitive pattern-matching system could use rules like:
[1]

Empirical Approach (Corpus Based Approach):
Emp irical approach fo llo ws statistical analysis and other
data driven analysis of raw data. Co llect ion of machine
readable data wh ich are primarily used as a source of
informat ion about language is known as corpus. There are
various techniques for analyzing the texts data. Statistical
probabilit ies estimated fro m a train ing corpus and based on
it the syntactic analysis can be achieved. Various statistical
techniques such as n-gram models, hidden Markov models
(HMMs) and probabilistic context free grammars (PCFGs )
are employed in major empirical NLP methods. [2]

Pattern: … “capital” … “country”

Connecti onist Approach (Using Neural Network): As
human language capabilities are based on neural network in
the brain, connectionist network (artificial neural network)
provides an essential starting point for modeling language
processing. Sub-symbolic neural network approach has lot
of ability to model the cognitive foundations of language
processing. This approach is based on distributed
representations corresponding to statistical regularit ies in
language [2].

Pattern: … “capital” … <country>
Action:
Report
CAPITAL
COUNTRY=<country>

of

row

where

Action: Report CAPITAL and COUNTRY of each row
The first rule says that if a user’s request contains the word
“capital” fo llo wed by a country name (i.e. a name
appearing in the Country column), then the system should
locate the row which contains the country name, and print
the correspond ding capital.
According to the second rule, any user request containing
the word “capital” followed by the word “country” should
be handled by printing the capital of each country, as listed
in the database table. SA VVY and ELIZA are the systems
that are based on pattern-matching.
Advantage:
-

Easy to implement.
Easy to add or subtract features by just adding
more patterns.[23]

Disadvantage:
IV.

EXISTING ARCHITECTURA L FRAMEW ORKS
-

This section describes architectures adopted in existing
systems.
o
o
o

It is too shallow, only matches for limited patterns.
[23]

Syntax-based systems
Pattern-matching systems
Syntax-based systems
Semantic grammar systems

Pattern-matching Systems
To illustrate a simp listic pattern-matching approach,
consider a database table holding information about
countries[1]:
Table 1 Country Information

COUNTRY
India
France
.. .

COUNTRIES_ TABLE
CAPITAL
LANGUA GE
Delh i
Hindi
Paris
French
.. .
.. .

In syntax-based systems the user’s question is parsed (i.e.
analyzed syntactically), and the resulting parse tree is
directly mapped to an exp ression in some database query
language. [1] LUNAR is syntax-based system. [3] Syntaxbased systems use a grammar that describes the possible
syntactic structures of the user’s question. The following
example shows a simp listic grammar in a Lunar-like
system.
S→NP VP
NP→Det N
Det→“what”|“which”
N→“rock”|“specimen”|“magnesium”|“radiation”|“light”
VP→V N

V→“contains”|“emits”
The grammar above says that a sentence (S) consists of a
noun phrase (NP) followed by a verb phrase (VP), that a
noun phrase consists of a determiner (Det) followed by a
noun (N), that a determiner may be “what” or “which” , etc.
Using this grammar, a NLIDB could figure out that the
syntactic structure of the question “which rock contains
magnesiu m” is as shown in the parse tree of Fig. 1.

Specimen_question→Specimen_spec
Emits_info|Specimen_spec Contains_info
Specimen→“which rock”|“which specimen”
Emits_info→“emits” Radiation
Radiation→“radiation”|“light”
Contains_info→“contains” Substance
Substance→“magnesium”|“calcium”
Spacecraft_question →Spacecraft Depart_info|Spacecraft
Arrive_info
Spacecraft→“which vessel”|“which spacecraft”
Depart_info→“was launched on” Date|“departed on”
Date
Arrive_info→“returns on” Date|“arrives on” Date

Fig. 1: Parse tree in a syntax-based system

Following Fig. 2 is the possible parse tree:

The NLIDB could then map the parse tree of Fig. 1 to the
following database query (X is a variable):
(for_every X (is_rock X)
(contains X magnesium) ;
(printout X))
which would then be evaluated by the underlying database
system by using the mapping rules.[1]
Advantage:
-

It provides detailed informat ion about the structure
of sentence.[23]

Disadvantage:
-

Not clear wh ich node should be mapped.
It is difficult to directly map a tree into general
database query.[23]

Semantic Grammar Systems
In semantic grammar systems, the question-answering is
still done by parsing the input and mapping the parse tree to
a database query. The difference, in this case, is that the
grammar’s categories (i.e. the non-leaf nodes that will
appear in the parse tree) do not necessarily correspond to
syntactic concepts. Following is a possible semantic
grammar:
S→Specimen question|Spacecraft question

Fig. 2: Parse tree in a semantic g rammar
Advantage:
-

Less ambigu ity[23]

Disadvantage:
-

-

It requires prior –Knowledge of the elements in the
domain making it difficult to port to other
domain.[23]
Its specific structure could hardly be used for other
application.[23]

V.

EA RLIER PROGRESS OF NLIDB

Research in Natural Language Interface for Relat ional
the first NLIDB, many were developed that supposed to
Databases has started in 20th century. The first Natural
improve the apparent flaws of LUNA R [7]. Below Table 2
Language Interface for Relat ional Databases appeared in
highlights the development of some NL interfaces:
the 1970s [6], the NLIDB system was called LUNA R. After
Table 2 Earlier NLIDB Systems
System name &
Year

Domain

Language

Approach

Techni que

LUNA R (1973)
[8]

Rock samples fro m
moon

English-SQLEnglish

Connectionist (neural
network) [9]

Syntax-based system

LADDER
(1978) [10]

US-Navy ships

English-SQLEnglish

Emp irical (Corpus
based)

Semantic grammar
system [11]

CHAT-80
(1980) [12]

General

English-PrologEnglish

Dialogue based

Semantic grammar
system

JANUS (1989)

General

English

Menu based

ER-based intermediate
representation

PRECISE
(2004) [13]

Air Travel
Information System
& GEOQUERY

English-SQLEnglish

Lexical analysis and
semantic constrains

Keyword matching
and semantically
tractable sentences

WASP (2005)
[14]

GEOQUERY

English-PrologEnglish

Corpus based

Semantic parsing and
statistical machine
translation

NALIX (2006)
[15]

XM L database

English-XQueryEnglish

Keyword search in
XM L database

Syntax-based reverseengineering [16]

GINLIDB
(2009) [17]

General

English-SQLEnglish

Lexical analysis and
Syntactic analysis

Augmented Transition
Network and ContextFree Grammar [18]
[19]

Punjabi
Language
Interface to
Database (2010)
[20]

Agriculture

Punjabi-SQLPunjabi

Shallo w parsing

Mapping Punjabi
language words to
English words

Hindi Language
Interface to
Database (2011)
[21]

Emp loyee

Hindi-SQLHindi

Shallo w parsing

Mapping Hindi root
words with
corresponding English
words

Intelligent
Query Converter
(2013) [22]

General

English-SQLEnglish

Semantic analysis

Semantic matching

NaLIR (2014)
[24]

VI.

General

English-SQL

CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to serve two purposes: to
introduce the reader to the field of NLIDBs by outlin ing the
facilit ies and methods of typical implemented systems. The
goal of surveying the field can be achieved only
incomp letely at any g iven mo ment. Research is done fro m
the last few decades on Natural Language Interfaces. With
the advancement in hardware processing power, man y
NLIDBs mentioned in historical background got promising
results. Though several NLIDB systems have also been
developed so far for commercial use but the use of NLIDB
systems is not wide-spread and it is not a standard option
for interfacing to a database. This lack of acceptance is
mainly due to the large nu mber of deficiencies in the
NLIDB system in order to understand a natural language.
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